
E-rate bids
All system taking over or security 
Next summer need approval bids
Spring\Summer 2018                                              Walt Wehr



Graph of traffic for the last 3 years
The adding of Chormebooks was the cause of the 
increase



Cost of KanRen ISP as per the state would like us 
to get the 1 Gig link for the best bang for the 
buck.  We could always increase it later if 
purchase the 500 Meg



E-rate 2 we can $108,554 we have to spend by 2020
E-rate has paid 70% for the last 2 years and I do not see 
that changing this year.  
We would be responsible for 30%.
We pay the vendor 100% and get reimbursed 70% by the 
government.  

E-Rate Cat 2



Hi-wire Firewall bid PF Sense

Includes 2 firewall for load balance and redundancy 

This is not a Cisco product but does the same thing.

This is a open source programing so no licenses.

No one that I know of can tell me if this this would work, 
most review are for home offices.



SHI Firewall bid 

This will be a Cisco to Cisco exchange

License is equal to Palo Alto firewall 

 



Choice Solution Firewall Bid

Palo Alto Firewall are designed to work like the IBoss and 
may replace it when the contract is due to renew.  

Maintenance is not e-rate 



CDW Firewall bid

This will be a Cisco to Cisco exchange 

Installation is not included   

Only 3 year maintenance 

The bare minimum license, does not meet our needs. 



Hi-Wire using the Ruckus AP and Controller

This will replace the entire system

Virtual Controller (no hardware) so we do not have one point 
of failure

Able to Rate limit the guest network and other option that 
Aruba does not



SHI with Aruba AP not controller

This would replace the controller with AP Manage in the 
cloud.

The 20 AP that remain are End of service in 2023

Less fine tuning of the network the the Ruckus.



Vote for your Choice
Firewall Bid   Erate Cat 2
My recommendation is SHI with the Cisco ASA



Vote for your Choice
Wireless AP   Erate Cat 2
My recommendation is Hi-Wire Ruckus


